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The intensity of the global and distributed economy requires innovative efforts that
single organizations often cannot develop alone. Collaborative innovation is traditionally studied in terms of collaborative process to maintain and outcomes to implement.
However, collaborations relating to innovation often take place in difficult-to-explore
spaces in-between. This study adopts a practice-based approach to explore practices
of collaboration developed by the university as an intermediary in innovative projects. Drawing on a case study, we identify four micro-practices that appear crucial to
initiating and sustaining collaboration: networking, partnering, culture making and
supporting. We outline the purpose and constituent objects, doings and knowledge
of each practice. This article contributes to ongoing debate around improving the
effectiveness of collaborative innovation and provides insights into how a set of
apparently insignificant, routinized micro-practices contribute to intermediaries' success in initiating and sustaining collaborations.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

studied by focusing on how such interactions impact innovative performance (e.g., Howells et al., 2012a).

Innovation is ‘a social and interactive process in which collaboration

In this context, ‘there is insufficient knowledge on several

and exchange of knowledge and information play crucial roles’

aspects that influence the collaboration process’, and it is recog-

(Hemphälä & Magnusson, 2012, p. 3). Among the heterogeneity of

nized that ‘the process of working together is not well understood

collaborative relationships (e.g., Chasanidou et al., 2018), those involv-

at the micro level’. This gap is particularly relevant given that collab-

ing universities are particularly interesting, as ‘collaborative research

orative practices require ‘matching the levels of preconditions

by academia with industry can be a powerful source of innovation’

between partners’ (Rajalo & Vadi, 2017, p. 42). Ankrah et al. (2013)

(Ankrah et al., 2013, p. 50), and may comprise different models of

confirm the importance of concentrating on the micro-practices

innovation (Li et al., 2018). University–industry (U-I) collaboration is

(i.e., the mundane things that people do) to initiate and sustain col-

depicted in well-established frameworks, including the Triple, Quadru-

laboration. Studies of collaborative innovation typically focus on

ple and Quintuple Helix models (Carayannis et al., 2012; Etzkowitz &

which key actors should be involved, which collaborative processes

Leydesdorff, 2000). Existing research on U-I collaboration focuses

should be maintained and which outcomes should be implemented

mainly on formal knowledge transfer mechanisms at the macro and

(Arnaboldi & Spiller, 2011). In this journal, Yström and Agogué (2020,

meso levels, for example, in relation to patents, licenses and spin-offs

p. 141) recently called on researchers to turn attention to the

(Rajalo & Vadi, 2017). Universities' role in open innovation is typically

‘spaces in-between’, where the social interactions that constitute
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collaboration actually take place. The first research gap relates to

To provide a background to these concerns, the next

this dearth of understanding concerning what individuals and collec-

section reviews research on the context of collaborative innovation,

tives actually do when creating collaborations in these in-between

U-I collaboration and the role of intermediaries, before narrowing the

spaces (Cirella & Yström, 2018). As it is evident from the most

focus to intermediary practices of collaboration and outlining our

recent research in this area (e.g., Faccin et al., 2020), consideration

practice theory approach. Next, we outline our qualitative approach

of the actual doing of the process of collaboration is undoubtedly

and explain its suitability to the Fondazione case. Then, we present

beneficial for identifying managerial implications related to improv-

and discuss our findings and develop two important contributions.

ing innovation processes by understanding and complementing the

First, our study provides novel insights into the everyday doings that

set of everyday, mundane practices that, taken together, can sup-

universities develop as intermediaries for collaboration. To this end,

port successful collaborations.

we identify four micro-practices that appear crucial to initiating and

The second research gap concerns ‘collaborative situations where

sustaining collaboration: networking, partnering, culture making and

third parties, intermediaries … are present to facilitate the collabora-

supporting and outline the purpose and constituent elements of each

tion between the two groups of collaborators’ (Ankrah et al., 2013,

practice. Second, this contributes to ongoing debates around improv-

p. 50). Prior research shows that intermediaries play a crucial role in

ing the effectiveness of collaborative innovation, by using these four

the development and maintenance of collaborations between industry

interrelated practices as a managerial guideline to underpin the every-

and science-based actors (Du et al., 2014; Tether & Tajar, 2008). But

day, mundane activities of collaboration.

these studies offer little insight into the things that intermediaries
actually do to support successful collaboration (Al-Tabbaa &
Ankrah, 2019). In particular, ‘much more research needs to be under-
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taken into the nature of the relationships that intermediaries exist in,
over and above this more detailed outline of their functions and activ-

2.1

|

The context of collaborative innovation

ities’ (Howells, 2006, p. 725).
Taking up Yström and Agogué's (2020) call, this study turns atten-

The global knowledge economy necessitates faster and more complex

tion to the micro-practices that support and sustain collaboration in

creative and innovative efforts over shorter time cycles (Cirella, 2021)

an innovation context, with the aim of identifying what people actu-

to deal with increasingly complex demands such as combining differ-

ally do when initiating and maintaining innovative projects based on

ent domain-specific knowledge and expertise (Ollila & Yström, 2016;

U-I collaboration. The research objective is to explore micro-practices

Sundgren & Styhre, 2003). This is often ‘more than one organization

of collaboration developed by universities when playing an intermedi-

can do alone’ (Ollila & Yström, 2016, p. 363), so organizations are con-

ary role in innovative projects based on U-I collaboration. The focus

tinually exploring new ways to organize for innovation, for example,

on universities is motivated by the assumption that, as intermediaries

through vertical and horizontal alliances, networks, partnerships and

in U-I collaboration, they may be able to activate mechanisms that ini-

the involvement of intermediaries (e.g., Teece, 1992).

tiate and sustain successful collaborations between different actors

The predominant concept concerning collaboration across organi-

(Canhoto et al., 2016). For example, universities have the potential to

zational boundaries is ‘open innovation’ (Chesbrough, 2003a, 2003b).

build conditions that promote innovative projects, including collabora-

This refers to all kinds of distributed innovation processes that cross

tion between organizations that would not otherwise spontaneously

organizational boundaries and involve different organizations, ranging

collaborate, for example, because they compete in the same industry,

from large firms to small and medium-sized enterprises (Grama-

are not linked to a network or fail to take opportunities for collabora-

Vigouroux et al., 2020), along with intermediaries, external agencies,

tion (OMalley et al., 2014).

communities of consumers and user innovators. Indeed, this concept

To pursue this aim, and in line with the most recent theoretical

‘has grown in popularity within academia and among managers and

advancements on collaboration (Alpenberg & Scarbrough, 2021), a

business practitioners’ (Ollila & Elmquist, 2011, p. 273). Open innova-

practice theory perspective is brought to bear on a case study of the

tion frames cooperation between multiple actors as a knowledge-

‘Fondazione Politecnico di Milano’ (hereafter Fondazione), one of the

based innovation system where cross-organizational knowledge inte-

most successful university-based intermediaries focusing on U-I col-

gration and sharing is key (Ardito et al., 2019). In knowledge intensive

laboration in Italy. It is a relevant case to meet our aim, as Fondazione

projects, collaborative efforts combine and recombine knowledge

is an institution focused exclusively on the challenge of building rela-

generated by collaborators with knowledge originated elsewhere

tionships between the university, industry and public administration.

(e.g., Pancholi et al., 2015); thus, along with traditional roles associated

At the same time, theories of practice are well suited to meet our aim

with knowledge providers and co-creators, these collaborations

because they provide an analytic lens to examine the everyday doings

require collaborators acting as knowledge intermediaries and gate-

and interactions that support collaboration (Echeverri & Skålén, 2011;

keepers as well (Ardito et al., 2019; Messeni Petruzzelli, 2008).

Kohtamäki et al., 2020). Practice theory focuses attention to the

The concept of ‘collaborative innovation’ emphasizes the value

‘mundane, everyday praxis, and practices developed in the nitty gritty

of organizing for innovation through collaboration. Collaborative inno-

of the micro level’ (Alpenberg & Scarbrough, 2021), which is over-

vation is a ‘phenomenon in which organizations’ activities are virtually

looked in prior research on U-I collaborations.

co-designed, implying a coordination of decision making across
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organizational boundaries' (Ollila & Yström, 2016, p. 365). Co-design

For all these reasons, university-based collaborations have grown

and coordination are essential for building collaboration across differ-

in scale and scope over time (Ferraris et al., 2020). For universities,

ent domains of expertise while sharpening the collaborative practices

knowledge production is key (Maietta, 2015), and exchanges of

necessary

knowledge

to

integrate

diverse

contributions

and

knowledge

(Bruns, 2013; Patricio et al., 2020).

between

university

and

industry

are

essential

(Scandura, 2016). U-I knowledge transfer is ‘a broad concept identify-

Collaboration also brings new challenges that must be addressed.

ing a wide set of interactions between firms and universities that are

For example, organizations often underestimate the complexity of col-

aimed at the exchange of knowledge related to research, science and

laborative relations (Ollila & Elmquist, 2011). Multiple actors each

technology. In particular, research collaborations include research

bring their own views on innovation and specific representations of

partnerships, contract research, research consortia, consulting and

the collaboration. The implication is that ‘opening up the innovation

founding of co-operative research centres’ (Scandura, 2016, p. 1908).

process to partners outside the organizational boundaries is likely to

In this context, the positive effects include both tangible benefits

be difficult, as it challenges established practices, norms and organiza-

deriving from codified knowledge, which may be transferred under

tional cultures, which can result in a perception that the innovation

various arrangements, such as contracts, collaborative research or

process has become “messy”’ (Ollila & Yström, 2016, p. 363). Ollila

licensing (e.g. DEste et al., 2013); and intangible benefits related to

and Yström (2016, p. 364) suggest that messy relations do not neces-

acquisition and generation of new knowledge, and thus learning, due

sarily mean mismanaged organizing but may rather represent ways of

to the collaborative know-how (e.g., Bellini et al., 2019). Universities

organizing to be utilized ‘for their specific nature, in order to achieve

also play a key role in integrating and combining knowledge from dif-

the desired innovation’.

ferent institutional contexts and domains (Natalicchio et al., 2019).

In considering the emergent nature of such organizing, further

Although the nature and effects of such collaborations vary

enquiry should focus on the dynamics, behaviours and other soft fea-

across disciplines, sectors and types of firm (Howells et al., 2012a),

tures of collaborative innovation. An interdisciplinary perspective, and

previous research confirms that academic research quality and some

particularly dialogue between different bodies of literature, such as

forms of proximity between firm and university have major impacts

innovation management, organization studies and organizational

on U-I collaboration (e.g., Maietta, 2015; Messeni Petruzzelli &

behaviour, would be beneficial in addressing this specific challenge that

Murgia, 2021). In particular, cognitive, social and geographical proxim-

spans innovation processes and behaviours (e.g., Yström et al., 2019).

ity, via different mechanisms, enhance interactive learning processes
within U-I collaborations (Messeni Petruzzelli & Murgia, 2021), due to
interactions ‘with a high level of information richness’ facilitating ‘the

2.2 | An introduction to University-Industry
collaborations

exchange of, especially tacit, knowledge between actors’ (Messeni
Petruzzelli, 2011, p. 311). At the same time, local innovation systems
can be successfully complemented by the knowledge reachable

In a knowledge economy, the Triple, Quadruple and Quintuple Helix

through global pipelines (Messeni Petruzzelli & Murgia, 2020).

models envisage the interactions between academia, industry, govern-

Universities' contributions have been studied in relation to vari-

ment, society and environment to develop innovation for sustainable

ous different dimensions and roles (Ardito et al., 2019; Howells

development (e.g., Carayannis et al., 2012, 2021; Etzkowitz &

et al., 2012b; Kreiling et al., 2020). The open innovation literature

Leydesdorff, 2000). In this context, ‘scientific research conducted at

focuses on the most appropriate ways of managing projects to sustain

universities and knowledge institutes is an important input for indus-

better financial performance. In contrast to other types of partnership,

trial innovation’ (Du et al., 2014, p. 829). This resonates with the role

‘science-based partnerships are associated with higher project reve-

that universities usually play in innovation-related collaborations with

nues for loosely managed projects only’ (Du et al., 2014, p. 829). This

industry, making U-I relationships particularly vital for driving open

further reinforces the importance of gaining a better understanding of

innovation processes (Perkmann & Walsh, 2007).

the specifics of relationships in collaborations involving universities.

Collaborations that include science-based partners may have vari-

For example, rather than managerial mechanisms, cooperative

ous potential benefits. These collaborations gain early access to the

research partnerships are based on reciprocal information mechanisms

latest research findings, and especially to tacit scientific knowledge

that enhance learning processes (Feldman & Kelley, 2006; Yström

and unpublished codified knowledge (Du et al., 2014), and to collabo-

et al., 2019).

rative know-how that enhances intangible benefits, such as the generation of new knowledge (Bellini et al., 2019). This may lead, for
example, to a first mover advantage in launching innovations onto the

2.3

|

The role of intermediaries

market (e.g., Fabrizio, 2009). Another potential benefit is gaining
access to advanced research facilities (e.g., Leten et al., 2013) to

As systems of innovation have become more open and distributed

enable explorations of new technologies or new applications of an

over time, this ‘has led the analysis to investigate more closely the

existing technology (Lai, 2011). Science-based collaborations may also

role of the nodes and links in this process’ (Howells, 2006, p. 715).

‘leverage academic networks in which the involved scientists are

Multi-actor relations relating to collaborative innovation may involve

embedded’ (Du et al., 2014, p. 831).

engaging with a variety of external partners, including ‘a set of actors
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who may be broadly termed as “intermediaries” and who perform a

(e.g., Agogué et al., 2013; De Silva et al., 2018). Intermediary practices

variety of tasks within the innovation process’ (Lakhani &

relating to collaboration, such as managing formal and informal con-

Jeppesen, 2007, p. 715). Innovation intermediaries are described in

tacts (Howells et al., 2012a), are less visible but still complement the

various ways, for example, as brokers, bridgers or networkers, consul-

practices of knowledge creation and handling. Furthermore, different

tants or third parties (e.g., Bessant & Rush, 1995; Hargadon &

types of collaboration must be managed in different ways to unlock

Sutton, 1997). These intermediaries are ‘external providers of the ser-

their full potential (Du et al., 2014), so each type of collaboration

vices connecting organizations with well-defined problems, to actors

requires specific analysis. To address our research gaps, this study

that can provide solutions and thus enabling collaboration between

specifically focuses on U-I collaborations where universities play an

organizations and many individual experts’ (Ollila & Elmquist, 2011,

intermediary role. This perspective relates particularly to collaborative

p. 275). Howells (2006) provides an overview of notions relating to

practices developed by the intermediary to manage relationships.

intermediary roles, including third parties, intermediary firms, bridgers,

Multi-actor collaborations include the ‘contribution of several

brokers, information intermediaries and superstructure organizations.

actors who interact through a complex set of relationships’ (DellEra

The innovation management perspective typically examines interme-

et al., 2018, p. 389), so practices relating to these relationships are

diaries as organizations and investigates the types of activities in

key (Marullo et al., 2018). Such collaborations benefit from the devel-

which they are involved (Howells, 2006).

opment of relationships based on trust (e.g., Canhoto et al., 2016;

Most studies acknowledge the role of intermediaries mainly in

Rajalo & Vadi, 2017) and are deployed through less formal project

relation to information scanning and exchange and technology trans-

management approaches (e.g., Du et al., 2014; Kitchener, 2002). A

fer but often ‘still see them as being tangential to their main field of

less formal management style is coherent with the diversity of the

enquiry’, failing to address ‘the interactions by the intermediary

two sides involved, as ‘science-based partners have their own exper-

between the different parties’ (Howells, 2006, pp. 718–719). A tradi-

tise and objectives which may be completely different from the R&D

tional assumption is that intermediaries operate between ‘supplier’

team: researchers at universities follow an institutionalized way of

and ‘customer’ in a simple, vertical ‘one-to-one-to-one’ relationship.

doing (scientific) research and they have their own academic (slow)

However, ‘in distributed innovation systems, intermediaries are

clock-speed which is hard to be influenced from the outside’ (Du

increasingly involved in more complex relationships, such as “many-

et al., 2014, p. 831). Thus, the focus shifts from formal management

to-one-to-one”, “one-to-one-to-many”, “many-to-one-to-many”, or

of the collaboration to contextual elements that enable and shape it

even “many-to-many-to-many” collaborations, forming both vertical

(Canhoto et al., 2016).

and horizontal relationships in increasingly distributed innovation net-

‘Although evidence indicates that the most successful collabora-

works’, with linked networks of intermediaries becoming more impor-

tion projects are those that adopt a relatively loose and informal man-

tant (Howells, 2006, p. 724). The result is that innovation

agement style … achieving this informality of approach is not

intermediaries not only provide immediate intermediary services but

necessarily straightforward’ (Canhoto et al., 2016, p. 88), for example,

also seek to offer longer-term, ‘relational’ innovation capabilities, for

owing to clashes between academic and managerial logics or lack of

example, in collaborations lasting for years (Howells, 2006).

stability within the university (Canhoto et al., 2016; Edmondson

Therefore, it is important to focus on the network relationships

et al., 2012; Un et al., 2010). In this context, the most common form

developed by intermediaries and how they deal with multi-actor rela-

of linkage is informal contacts, which ‘are as significant, if not more

tionships. In the context of U-I collaborations, the presence of inter-

significant, than formal collaborations’ (Howells et al., 2012a, p. 714).

mediaries is key (Acworth, 2008; Tether & Tajar, 2008; Yusuf, 2008)

Practices of collaboration should be formed around informal contacts:

to ensuring beneficial outcomes and reducing the potential for draw-

‘informal links often provide the “envelope” and conduit for more for-

backs (Ankrah et al., 2013). If intermediaries are able to identify

mal links and vice versa. … This is borne out by other studies that

strongly with both university and industry actors, perceiving the

highlight the complex interplay of not only formal and informal links,

motives and benefits for both, they can facilitate these relationships

but also that differing partners and prior contacts may be involved in

and relate industry needs to university capabilities and vice versa

influencing such collaborative networks’ (Howells et al., 2012a,

(Ankrah et al., 2013). In particular, Mora-Valentin (2000) suggests that

p. 715).

intermediaries can help university and industry partners to overcome
institutional, cultural and social barriers.

Collaborative practices are key in both the initiation and implementation phases (Rajalo & Vadi, 2017). For example, at the initiation
stage, the choice of appropriate contacts for a potential collaboration
is important for success and means ‘matching the levels of precondi-

2.4 | Focus of the study: Framing intermediary
practices of collaboration

tions between partners’ (Rajalo & Vadi, 2017, p. 42). Intermediaries
can assist in linking potential partners (Canhoto et al., 2016) because
they ‘have a clear view of the motives of both actor groups and

Previous studies provide comprehensive coverage of intermediary

appear to be successful in facilitating successful collaboration

practices concerning knowledge creation and the handling of complex

between both groups’ (Ankrah et al., 2013, p. 50). At the implementa-

knowledge, that is, practices relating to knowledge search, problem

tion stage, intermediaries should create the conditions necessary for

solving and connecting and coordinating knowledge between actors

smooth communications between actors collaborating on the project,
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as well as interacting and sharing information in accessible ways

actors interact, what they do together and why’. Similarly, relatively lit-

(Canhoto et al., 2016). Collaborative practices based on contacts and

tle is known about the types of tacit knowledge and embodied compe-

interactions are also key to overcoming the various barriers to knowl-

tencies that support collaborative innovation (Bogers et al., 2017). A

edge exchanges between universities and industry, relating to the pro-

notable exception is Alpenberg and Scarbrough's (2021) recent study,

foundly different sets of institutional norms that regulate them

which successfully applies practice theory to explain how integrative

(Bruneel et al., 2010; Dasgupta & David, 1994).

practices support collaborations surrounding lean production.

Overall, the emphasis is on collaborative practices that focus on

As an enabling theory, practice theory focuses empirical attention

the ‘human side’, referring mainly to interactions between people.

on the everyday micro-practices that shape knowledge creation and

Amabile et al. (2001) underline that collaborations between academic

exchange, while reminding us that collaborative competence arises

researchers and business practitioners are ultimately between individ-

from ‘a contingent logic of action’ (Corradi et al., 2010, p. 267). To

uals or teams, rather than between organizations. Individuals are the

achieve this end, we mobilize a body of practice-inspired research that

‘cornerstone’ of successful U-I collaboration (Canhoto et al., 2016). In

frames practice as an elemental configuration (Shove et al., 2012;

order to understand this ‘human side’ (Bogers et al., 2018), it is essen-

Murphy & Patterson, 2011). In so doing, attention turns to interrela-

tial to explore what individuals do in intermediary positions in these

tions between embodied doings, background knowledge and under-

kinds of collaboration (Bogers et al., 2017).

standings and material objects. The appeal of this approach lies in its
capacity to reveal the social organization of collaboration as it is continuously made and re-made in this nexus between bodies, knowledge

2.5

|

Approach of the study: Practice theory

and materiality (Caccamo, 2020).

We mobilize practice theory to identify and explain micro-practices of
collaboration in an innovative context. Practice-based approaches

3

METHODOLOGY

|

draw on a range of foundational scholarship, including the works of
De

Data were collected from ‘Fondazione Politecnico di Milano’ (hereaf-

Certeau (1984). A more recent, second wave of practice-inspired the-

ter ‘Fondazione’) in Milan, Italy. Fondazione is a well-established

orists set about testing these theoretical foundations and extending

university-based institution (as a key founder is the Polytechnic Uni-

its conceptual and empirical range (Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 1996,

versity of Milan), specifically devoted to building relationships

2001, 2012; Shove et al., 2012; Warde, 2005). The ‘practice turn’ is

between the university, industry and public administration. The nature

informed by the understanding that ‘phenomena such as knowledge,

and complexity of this challenge, developed in a university setting,

meaning, human activity, science power, language, social institutions

suggested an appropriate fit with this study, offering an opportunity

and human transformations occur within and are aspects or compo-

to better understand practices of collaboration promoted by a

nents of the field of practices’ (Schatzki, 2001, p. 2). Practice theory's

university-based intermediary. As the following case description

appeal lies in its capacity to illuminate organizational life as it is made

shows, the case is particularly relevant in consideration of its structure

and re-made in routine everyday practices (Nicolini, 2012).

and size and can provide insights into to the complexities involved in

Bourdieu

(1977),

Foucault

(1969),

Giddens

(1979)

and

Practice theory differs from other modes of organizational theoriz-

the everyday doing of collaboration. This choice is also in line with

ing in numerous ways (Nicolini, 2012, pp. 3–6). First, practice theory

similar research in innovation management based on an exploratory

frames organizational life as an ongoing, routinized and recurrent

case study (e.g., the Polytechnic University of Turin in Messeni

accomplishment. It emphasizes activity, performance and work in creat-

Petruzzelli, 2008).

ing and perpetuating organizations. Second, practices are conceived as

In line with the practice theory approach of this study, a qualita-

everyday embodied activities that necessitate material resources. Third,

tive methodology seemed particularly appropriate. In particular, we

practice theory reconceptualizes the role of agency, conceiving of

adopted an exploratory, single case-study design (Eisenhardt, 1989;

agents as carriers of practice. In other words, a body/mind ‘carries’ and

Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Yin, 1984) to address the research aims

‘carries out’ social practices (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 256). Fourth, and per-

discussed above. Despite its limitations, this is particularly appropriate

haps most significantly for this research, practice theory radically alters

for exploring micro-practices constituting the practice of collaborative

how we understand knowledge, framing it as a practical accomplish-

innovation that is related to innovative and multi-actor contexts. The

ment through which people develop know-how and understanding.

case, intimately related to intermediary practices in U-I innovation,

In organization studies, practice theory has been fruitfully
employed to extend the fields of strategy (Gherardi, 2000;

represented a relevant theoretical sample of the phenomenon of
interest (Eisenhardt, 1989).

Jarzabkowski, 2005, 2008; Whittington, 2006) and organizational
knowledge (Brown & Duguid, 1998; Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000;
Orlikowski, 2002; Wenger, 1998). Nevertheless, further work is needed

3.1

|

Case description

to understand the ‘spaces in-between’ and softer features of collaborative innovation. As Yström and Agogué (2020, p. 142) note, ‘previous

Fondazione is a not-for-profit institution established within the Poly-

research does not offer much guidance regarding how the collaborating

technic University of Milan in 2003. It was created from a joint effort
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between the Polytechnic University of Milan and its other founders,

Economics and Industrial Engineering and researchers from two firms

which are key institutions in Milan and Lombardy, including the Lom-

(Novaura e Veespo). It focuses on research to develop an optical

bardy region and the municipality of Milan, relevant associations and

instrument without ionizing radiation that would allow earlier diagno-

a few large companies from various industries. This hybrid foundation

sis of breast pathologies and envisions the introduction of a new

aligns with goals shared by the university, industry and public adminis-

screening path that would integrate morphological and functional

tration, including participating in joint innovative projects, enhancing

information on the breast.

academic research and offering creative opportunities for innovation.
The Fondazione's motto is ‘technology and innovation to reinforce
entrepreneurial activities’, and its mission is to ‘support and enhance

3.2

|

Sampling and data collection

the research of the Polytechnic University of Milan, contributing to
innovating and developing the economic, production and administra-

Following the practice approach, we used semi-structured interviews

tive context’. In line with this mission, all of its activities focus on rela-

to explore the routinized, mundane practices that our respondents

tionships between universities, companies and public administrations.

engaged in during the doing of collaboration. Our questions were

In particular, Fondazione aims to support a ‘constructive conversation

action orientated and designed to give respondents the opportunity to

between academic departments, businesses and the region’, as an

reflect on practical aspects of their daily lives that may otherwise be

‘interpreter of dialogue and change’.

taken for granted (Halkier et al., 2011). An example of such a question

To achieve these objectives, Fondazione works in four main areas

is: ‘Can you tell me about what you do when building relationships

relating in various ways to innovation: development of innovative

with potential collaborators?’ Following Halkier and Jensen (2011), we

interdisciplinary projects; support for business creation through man-

conceived of interviews as enactments of action and thus illustrative of

agement of the university incubator; development of initiatives for

practice. To prepare for and contextualize the interviews, we consulted

social responsibility; and development of activities in continuing

other data sources, namely, the University 2017–2019 Strategic Plan

education.

and the website of Fondazione. Interviews lasted between 50 and

In the first area, Fondazione works with departments in the Poly-

90 min, and each interview was recorded and transcribed verbatim.

technic University of Milan, businesses and public administrations to

Where necessary, follow-up interviews were conducted to elicit more

identify international, European, national and regional funding oppor-

information concerning our emergent themes.

tunities; to facilitate and manage innovation projects in response to

Considering the focus on intermediaries, we identified potential

direct requests by companies and public administrations or specific

respondents from different areas of Fondazione. To complement

funding opportunities or based on continuous collaborations led by

these perspectives, we also recruited actors from Fondazione's collab-

Fondazione; to participate in various tenders; and to build networks

orators. The study involved a total of 12 respondents—10 from

of stable relationships with actors capable of addressing the key chal-

Fondazione (all managers in the four main areas and project managers

lenges of innovation, which in the most structured cases may involve

involved in collaborative projects) and two from key partners (one

creating a joint research centre.

representing an education partner and the other a cluster). In line with

Fondazione has 19 ‘institutional participants’, which are public and

previous practice-orientated research (Hitchings, 2012; La Rocca

private organizations that regularly participate in its activities. A large

et al., 2017), this set of in-depth interviews orientated towards action

group of participants also takes part in specific initiatives and projects.

was essential in enabling us to access the oftentimes overlooked rou-

Between 2004 and 2016, Fondazione worked with more than 2000

tines and habits that initiated and sustained collaboration. Table 1

actors, including about 1200 businesses (926 small and medium-sized

summarizes key information about the informants.

companies and 324 large companies) and about 430 universities and
research centres. Within this network, Fondazione followed 164 projects in 2014, 181 in 2015 and 203 in 2016.

TABLE 1

Brief profiles of informants

Informants

Brief profile

Top managers

Managers from different areas, i.e., innovation
and European projects, PoliHub (business
incubator of the university), social
responsibility, lifelong learning

Project managers

Six project managers from the innovation and
European projects area, working on projects
on mobility and transport, energy, smart
cities, healthcare, green chemistry and public
sector

Other practitioners

A manager from a management education
consortium, a partner of Fondazione and a
manager from a cluster on mobility and
transport co-developing projects with
Fondazione

Two examples of current innovative projects relevant to the
respondents are briefly described here to depict the typical innovative
context of the findings. The first concerns the railway transport sector. Fondazione has promoted a joint research centre involving the
participation of academics from the Department of Mechanical Engineering and individuals from the most important firms in the industry
(Trenitalia, RFI, ABB Italy, Alpiq, Hitachi Rail Italy, Bombardier Transportation, Contact). The research objectives relate to environmental
impact, energy efficiency and innovative systems for control and
security. The second example is in healthcare. Funded by the Lombardy Region and promoted by Fondazione, this project includes academics from the Department of Chemistry, Materials and Chemical
Engineering ‘Giulio Natta’ and the Department of Management,
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3.3

|

Data analysis

4

FI ND I NG S

|

Data analysis aimed to identify elements illustrative of the micro-

The findings suggest that collaborative practices in Fondazione relate

practices of collaboration. An iterative coding process (Saldaña, 2009)

primarily to two objectives: (1) initiating and updating the collabora-

was followed until agreement was reached on categorizing and mak-

tion and (2) sustaining the collaboration. In particular, the findings

ing sense of the findings. All the transcriptions were read through sev-

allow us to identify two practices relating to initiating and updating

eral times. A first analysis was performed on the transcripts to identify

collaborations (networking and partnering) and two practices relating

key emerging issues and views on collaboration. In line with

to sustaining them (culture making and supporting). Figure 1 provides

Patton (1990) and Saldaña (2009), these themes were organized into

an overview of the findings.

initial categories. Then, moving to a more practice-orientated mode of

The next two sections illustrate practices relating to these objec-

analysis, a second process of iterative analysis examined these find-

tives. Each is described in relation to its main purpose (teleological

ings to identify and characterize emerging practices of collaboration.

goals of the practice) and the configuration of its constitutive ele-

These tentative proposals for practices were continuously revised as

ments (objects, doings and knowledge). Although the findings are

the data analysis continued. We focused on the elemental configura-

presented in a linear form, the practices are actually enacted simulta-

tion of each practice and particularly micro-practices (doings) along

neously in a manner that ensures that the overarching practice of col-

with objects and knowledge (Murphy & Patterson, 2011; Shove

laboration is continuously being made and re-made.

et al., 2012). The conceptualization for the identification of practices
was used to determine selective coding categories. Empirical codes
were generated for these emerging practices.

4.1

Initiating and updating the collaboration

|

Building iteratively on these empirical codes, we identified four
practices observed repeatedly in the empirical material: networking,

This objective is achieved mainly through the two collaborative prac-

partnering, culture making and supporting. The first two related to

tices of networking and partnering.

the objective of initiating and updating the collaboration, and the
second two related to the objective of sustaining the collaboration.
The results were also discussed with two key respondents from

4.1.1

|

Networking

Fondazione to strengthen their internal validity. Lastly, for triangulation purposes, we discussed the results with two academics and

The practice of networking is associated with the teleological goals of

two representatives of firms involved in collaborations with

identifying, managing and matching a network of contacts in order to

Fondazione.

facilitate

FIGURE 1

Overview of the findings

the

initiation

and

updating

of

innovation-related
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collaborations. This practice impacts particularly on the probable suc-

communication. Closing off contacts is also important in maintaining

cess of collaborations and on speeding up project team composition.

the manageability and potency of the network. As a respondent said,

Our analysis highlights the significant role played by material and
immaterial objects (such as address books, contact lists, databases of

If you find someone who does not do the job, or

projects, newsletters, mobile phones, social networks, Skype and e-

always arrives late on objectives and priorities, you

mail) in the practice of managing collaborative networks. Fondazione's

keep it in mind (project manager).

overall set of contacts is undoubtedly a powerful object:
Another important doing in networking is matching and putting
The value of Fondazione is the network of relation-

contacts in touch with each other, for example, around a potential inno-

ships that has been created over the years, in the sense

vative project or funding opportunity. First, this involves being in touch

that we have more than 2,000 contacts between uni-

with relevant contacts to attract their attention and awaken their inter-

versities, companies and public administration, and

est in a specific issue or opportunity. Second, choosing which actors

therefore subjects of different types, dimensions, back-

(firms, academics) to match is crucial. The aim is to achieve complemen-

grounds, activities (manager).

tarity at the technical-scientific level, while seeking ‘compatibility’:

However, this list of contacts is viewed as a necessary but insuffi-

When we try to identify the best competence to solve

cient condition for networking: Doings are also essential. Doings relate

that specific problem, this is not only about solving a

to various forms of communication, including searching for and mak-

problem technically, but also in terms of the timings

ing contacts; receiving contacts; asking colleagues, academics and

and modalities we need (manager).

trade associations ‘Who should I contact?’; putting contacts in touch
with each other; and closing them off. For example, searching and

The interlocutors must be on the same page, must

making contacts may be particularly important when exploring new

have openness or the potential to work with others.

possibilities or looking for new potential collaborators to extend, rein-

‘Among similar, we get each other!’ (project manager).

force, complement or fill particular skills gaps in collaborative groups.
These searches are careful and focused:

This example emphasizes the background knowledge involved in
the practice of networking. Most significantly, this kind of knowledge

To involve new subjects, well, we try to insert some-

refers to understanding the ‘ingredients’ that make a good collabora-

one else who has a competence that we do not have;

tion, in terms of people and expertise. The different doings relating to

we really look high and low for it (partner).

networking are deployed by using (and simultaneously developing)
knowledge and understanding of what other actors do, their expertise

In some industries, there are some key words where it

and their activities, and how they generally behave and approach

seems everyone is competent, everyone does trendy

work. In this context, a ‘manageable’ number of contacts are consid-

things. Knowing who really did projects, did research,

ered an advantage more than a limit.

published on the specific topic is actually a value, so
either in the research of academics who are competent
within the Polytechnic University of Milan or when we

4.1.2

|

Partnering

are looking for someone externally who does certain
topics, knowing whether it is a declared competence

As an essential component of initiating and updating the collabora-

or a substantial competence makes the difference, and

tion, the practice of partnering is directed towards the teleological goal

this also applies to companies (manager).

of deep relationship building and maintenance. Its impact relates to
encouraging ambitious and innovative projects, as well as encouraging

If contacts are identified, they can be approached directly. At

longer-term collaboration goals. Our analysis highlights the significant

other times, searches may be supported by other doings, particularly

role of objects in the practice of partnering. In contrast to the practice

by making contacts with intermediaries, such as trade associations or

of networking, partnering highlights the role played by the body in the

consortia, or brainstorming potential ideas for contacts with col-

development of successful collaborations. Our respondents drew

leagues and academics. Fondazione also sometimes receives proactive

attention to the physicality of connections elicited through the

approaches from potential collaborators who call saying, for example,

embodied doings of partnering:

‘I had this idea, what should I do with it?’ (an input for a sort of
exaptation process). For Fondazione, successful networking encom-

For our contacts, we do not simply have a business

passes being equipped for and receptive to these kinds of exchanges.

card. They are real contacts for us; for each of them

This practice is useful in generating new contacts. In the doing of net-

there is a technical representative, a CEO, a mayor,

working, Fondazione actively searches for new contacts and also main-

that is people with an ability to choose, with whom we

tains contact with its established network using electronic modes of

have already interacted or made projects (manager).

9
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We have realised that, anyway, the value of the rela-

(doing) relate to building empathy and focusing in detail on needs and

tionship and of the physical relationship is very impor-

desires relating to innovation (knowledge):

tant; it creates trust with the interlocutor (manager).
We make the effort to go to the companies … This
The practice of partnering illustrates how the material environ-

allows us, to stop in the company an hour, an hour and

ment is organized and utilized in order to create physical spaces for

a half, to deepen certain topics. If the company opens

embodied partnerships to develop. Meeting rooms, laboratories and

the doors, it means that they are interested in spending

the university campus are examples of spaces in which the embodied

time for you. If they say ‘come, let us have a chat’, we

practice of partnering and the ensuing practices of collaboration are

discover aspects and activities of that company that we

enacted in physical form as socio-material practices.

would never have discovered in one hundred thousand

Successful partnerships are established when collaborators are

public events. It creates a kind of empathy; they become

afforded opportunities to meet in person, chat at events and seminars

people with names; and then we can also understand

and visit and research in laboratories. These situated doings emphasize

their fears, but also the possibilities for collaboration. If

that relationship building is a physical, embodied practice. The physi-

you can create a more private meeting, then you can

cal aspect is reinforced by the embodied nature of building and

also ask the more delicate questions ( manager).

maintaining relations:
In contrast to the practice of networking, the embodied doing of
Companies are made of people, who make things turn

partnering is usually interlinked with material rather than immaterial

around. There is a human component that is funda-

objects:

mental; in a way, we ‘smell’ each other in meetings
We do not rely on newsletters, but we know in person

and projects (project manager).

– and I know it is also a weakness, in the sense that
As a successful facilitator of collaborative innovation, Fondazione

the scale with which you can do this is less, but also

recognizes the need to provide potential partners with opportunities to

we cannot grow indefinitely anyway. If there is an

get to know each other in practical ways. It tends to avoid staging large

opportunity, we call, explain, tell. We have seen that it

events, which are considered too impersonal, at least for the purpose

is the only way you have value back (manager).

of this practice, and as generally too great a commitment for firms if
requested to attend for long hours. Smaller events are more suited to
the context of this practice. For example, Fondazione decided to open

4.2

Sustaining the collaboration

|

up a few small physical spaces that it rents in town (off campus), which
are used particularly for innovative projects relating to social responsi-

The objective of sustaining the collaboration is achieved mainly

bility issues. These spaces host meetings, research and smaller events

through the two collaborative practices of culture making and

such as open cultural seminars. In this example, objects and doings con-

supporting.

sist of bodies meeting in physical spaces:

4.2.1

This dimension of exit from the boundaries of the uni-

|

Culture making

versity and dialogue with the territory and with the
actors operating in it, is important (project manager).

The practice of culture making is directed towards agreeing on shared
values, establishing shared principles and, ultimately, supporting a

Moving

to

knowledge,

these

doings

of

partnership

are

shared identity for the established group of collaborators. Its impacts

underpinned by background knowledge and necessitate empathy with

are to bring different points together, foster innovative ideas and

and understanding of the needs, wants and desires of the other

overcome obstacles (e.g., different attitudes) that limit collaboration.

parties involved. For example:

The objects in this practice represent the success of previous innovations, such as products, reports and study results. In terms of culture

It works a lot as it works in relationships with people:

making, these objects are embedded with values from previous collab-

we go for empathy, we know each other, we under-

oration and denote its results.

stand if there are potentialities to develop things
together (project manager).

Doings include various forms of talking, such as explaining, persuading, negotiating, asking for feedback and listening. Interactions,
exchanges and debates contribute to this practice and its aim of con-

This kind of knowledge is intimately related to the objects and

tinuously and incrementally building shared values, principles and

doings illustrated above. As a respondent suggested, as opposed to

identity. For example, occurrences of persuasion relate not to selfish

interacting at large events, visiting a key company (object) for a 1-h

individual or hidden agendas but to promoting a culture of collabora-

meeting with more informal chat and asking/answering questions

tion, as the respondents summarized:
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We aim at having a team, with the same culture

complemented by knowledge from the specific field (explicit knowl-

(partner).

edge). Respondents mentioned several examples, such as many practitioners' engagement in lifelong learning and family business leaders'

In reality, for us the tool is to develop a culture of col-

increasing educational achievements compared with past generations.

laboration so that companies do not let themselves be

These examples of explicit knowledge are seen as boosting tacit

held back by various fears (manager).

knowledge concerning collaboration. Actors new to the specific field
may also make more original contributions in terms of background

One type of doing is particularly relevant: Previous collaborators

knowledge, thanks to their ‘fresh’ perspectives:

are asked to share their past experiences of collaborative innovation,
illustrating the pros and cons, along with the results and outcomes.

For those who work as a project manager on a project,

This helps new collaborators to understand and often overcome fears

in a meeting you should be not very carefully focused

about the complexities of collaboration:

on the topic of research, but attentive to relational
dynamics and operational dynamics. The fact of not

We try to have previous experiences, especially posi-

being too passionate about the subject allows you to

tive, presented directly by the people who were

take a moment off the table and be more focused on

involved, so that we can put you in touch with another

other things (manager).

company who can tell you ‘I did this, I had these difficulties, but also had these benefits’, and maybe touching the right keys to at least let companies consider a

4.2.2

|

Supporting

potential collaboration (manager).
The purpose of the practice of supporting relates to the joint developAnother example is Fondazione's effort to persuade collaborating

ment of activities with an emphasis on seeking and giving help. It has

practitioners and academics that they are more similar than different.

an impact on developing project content, promoting best practices,

At the cultural level, the U-I divide is particularly prominent, so

giving visibility to results and improving their impact. The objects, in

Fondazione has to persuade and even negotiate with both parties. For

this case, include a variety of material and immaterial elements. First,

example, concerning the academics:

various documents and contracts are used. These objects are a way to
organize the collaboration space in specific ways that promote and

Professors are sometimes prima donnas who do not

develop (collaborative) innovation. For example, a contract is used

cooperate very easily (manager).

when creating an innovation-related district or cluster as a physical
space for collaboration:

Very often, we have to convince academics to open
up, because academics often have this tendency to fall

Clusters are formalised groupings, in the sense that

back on the contents of their research and the con-

they are governed by an agreement document in which

tents of their own world (project manager).

companies and universities come together to do common activities (manager).

At the same time, concerning the practitioners:
Second, various forms (e.g., application forms and forms seeking
Some companies did not trust the results they

authorization) are common objects in this practice: ‘For example, we

obtained from the university. Some of them basically

help with how to write a letter to the public administration to ask for

said ‘ah, these are things for professors, they do not

something’ (project manager). Lastly, archives of shared information, if

interest us, they will not be usable’ (manager).

needed, are put in place for a specific collaboration. These are virtual
platforms where all the collaborators can upload and download rele-

The first major obstacle was to make companies under-

vant materials for sharing.

stand that there is some good in what is being done in

Doings relating to the use of these objects are associated with

the research world; it is clear that it is not a result

providing information, answering questions, drafting documents and

ready to be industrialised, for example, but it is

supporting with the filling in the relevant forms. For example: ‘We

the beginning of a path that we can do together

support companies in managing relationships with the public adminis-

(manager).

tration, in particular when there is a fund at stake’ (project manager).
In terms of knowledge, background residual knowledge is central. In

With culture making, knowledge is multifaceted. Background

addition to specific, codified competence on relevant issues, ‘insider’

knowledge from previous experiences of collaboration is central (tacit

knowledge, for example, about how to fill in a form or the style in

knowledge). Engagement in prior collaborations reinforces relevant

which to write a funding application is particularly relevant to this

values, such as openness and the desire to grow. This is

practice.
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The (apparent) paradox is that little codified competence is

et al., 2012). In line with Schatzki (2012), who reminds us that people

needed, relating to the idea that ‘gurus’ or ‘prima donnas’ do not

always act ‘for the sake of something and because of such and such’,

really help in this kind of collaboration. The practice of supporting

our analysis also identifies the teleological goals towards which each

relates more to actual experience of collaborations (which builds the

practice is directed. In doing so, the findings indicate the purposes of

reliability of a collaborator) than to high-level competence:

these practices. Figure 2 visually illustrates the framework emerging
from the findings, particularly positioning the practices of collabora-

Competence is not enough to collaborate. Unskilled

tion in the broader innovative context.

people also tend to be unreliable. Competent people

Concerning the objective of initiating (and updating) a collabora-

can be reliable, but sometimes if they are too compe-

tion, the two relevant practices are networking and partnering. Net-

tent they risk being unreliable in a collaboration, for

working emerges as a key practice, which is in line with previous

example because they have too many things to do. In a

studies that emphasize the importance of networking capabilities,

collaborative relationship, you eventually have to find

although in different contexts (e.g., Bodas Freitas et al., 2013;

a compromise (manager).

Tether & Tajar, 2008). The practice of networking is directed towards
identifying, managing and maintaining a collaborative network. Net-

This emphasizes that the background knowledge central to this

working involves utilizing communication methods (communications

practice comes from previous experiences and is built through the

devices, databases, newsletters) to actively populate, manage and

cumulative doings of collaboration.

maintain the collaborative network. Thus, activities relating to this
practice include different forms of communication (e.g., searching for
new contacts, searching for specific contacts and terminating con-

4.3 | Key elements common to collaborative
practices

tacts) to maintain contacts suitable for collaboration. This provides a
living database from which to choose appropriate contacts for potentially successful collaborations (Rajalo & Vadi, 2017). It necessitates a

Finally, two overarching elements relate to all collaborative practices:

background knowledge and understanding of the ‘ingredients’ needed

the need for specific common objectives and the value of trust. Our

to create a successful collaboration.

findings highlight the importance of objective setting to guide collabo-

The second emergent practice is partnering, which is directed

ration, particularly in terms of defining the end purposes to which it is

towards building and maintaining relationships with collaborators. It

directed. Objectives should be synchronous and consistent with the

has been suggested that deep knowledge and relationships with col-

expectations of the various actors. In the collaborations studied in our

laborators in U-I linkages are essential (Giuliani & Arza, 2009), as are

case, the objectives related to sharing the risk of an innovative project

previous collaborative experiences (Barnes et al., 2002). Therefore,

and securing funds to develop innovative ideas. From the perspective

partnering necessitates material environments (meeting rooms, labo-

of Fondazione, funding opportunities are a sort of ‘Trojan horse’, that

ratories) to create physical spaces that facilitate the development of

is, a way to engage with new potential collaborators and then main-

hands-on relationships between collaborators (Ciaramella et al., 2018).

tain these relationships over the longer term.

In fact, the findings on this practice highlight the deeply embodied

The second general element relates to trust. Trust is traditionally

nature of these relationships, whereby bodies are moved in particular

associated with collaboration, and this case is no exception. According

ways in order to foster tangible connections between collaborators.

to the respondents, trust is considered important in all the various

Although these doings undoubtedly require embodied competencies

kinds of relationships involved, for example, between firm and univer-

on the part of the collaborators, the intermediary's empathetic under-

sity, between one firm and other firms, between the firm and

standing of the needs, wants and desires of collaborators is also

Fondazione and between the university (academics) and Fondazione.

essential to the practice of partnering (Ankrah et al., 2013). In our

All respondents mentioned that the different actors must particularly

case, the university-based intermediary was able to gain a particularly

trust ‘the third party’, that is, Fondazione. No specific practice is asso-

clear view of the two actor groups—academic researchers and busi-

ciated with trust; rather, trust seems to come with a series of doings

ness practitioners.

involving the various actors.
Table 2 summarizes the key findings.

Concerning the objective of sustaining a collaboration, the two
relevant practices are culture making and supporting. The practice of
culture making is aimed at establishing shared values and principles
that support a sense of shared identity among collaborators. These

5

|

DISCUSSION

shared values are actively negotiated by intermediary actors through
interactions with other actors, which involve explaining, persuading,

Our analysis illustrates the collaboration practices developed by a

negotiating, feeding back and listening. This is consistent with the

university-based intermediary role relating to both initiating/updating

understanding that rather than relying on formal managerial

and sustaining collaborations. We conceive these collaboration prac-

approaches, U-I relations envision loosely managed deployment and

tices as being distilled into three interlinking elements: doings, objects

protect some room for autonomy (Du et al., 2014). Culture making is

and knowledge (Magaudda, 2011; Murphy & Patterson, 2011; Shove

therefore important for sustaining cooperation and developing shared

Sustaining the
collaboration

Supporting

Developing joint activities,
seeking and giving help

Agreeing on shared values,
establishing shared principles
and supporting a shared
identity

Building, deepening and
maintaining relationships with
partners

Partnering

Culture
making

Identifying, managing and
matching a network of
contacts

Teleological goals

Networking

Practices

Partial illustration of the results

Initiating and
updating the
collaboration

TABLE 2

- Strengthening the probability of
successful collaborations
- Speeding up team composition
- Creating reliable collaborations

- Encouraging ambitious projects
- Encouraging longer-term goals
- Improving lobbying actions

- Bringing different points of
view together to foster
innovative ideas
- Overcoming obstacles (e.g.,
different attitudes)
- Supporting public–private
dialogue
- Developing project contents
- Promoting best practices
- Giving visibility to results and
improving their impact

- Knowledge about contacts
expertise
- Knowledge about contacts
attitudes

- Background knowledge
about needs of other
parties

- Background knowledge from
collaboration experiences
- Knowledge about the
specific field

- Background knowledge (e.g.,
how to fill out forms)

- Material objects (address books,
contact lists)
- Immaterial objects (emails,
newsletters, social networks)

- Bodies and material
environments (meeting rooms,
offices, laboratories, university
campus)

- Material objects about
successful innovation
(products, technologies,
reports, study results)

- Material objects (contracts,
documents)
- Immaterial objects (virtual
platform)

- Searching for
contacts
- Asking for
suggestions for
contacts
- Putting contacts
in touch
- Closing off
contacts
- Having face-toface chats
- Having meetings
- Attending events
and seminars
- Visiting offices
and laboratories
- Explaining
- Persuading
- Negotiating
- Active listening

- Providing
information
- Answering
- Writing
documents and
drafts
- Filling out forms

Impact

Knowledge

Objects

Doings (micropractices)

Configuration of the practice
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FIGURE 2

Framework of intermediary collaboration practices [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

values and principles as coordination mechanisms in a more informal

activities included in the four practices deployed by Fondazione, for

context (Canhoto et al., 2016; Kitchener, 2002). Objects such as study

example, in the deeply embodied nature of the relationships

results and previous innovations are essential to culture-making prac-

(e.g., regular face-to-face meetings). Alignment of general common

tices, as they are imbued with symbolic meanings representing the

objectives is another overarching element that facilitates collaboration

successes of collaboration. Culture making is aided by knowledge

(in line with Bodas Freitas et al., 2013, and Ollila & Yström, 2016).

gained through previous experiences of collaboration, particularly

In conclusion, it is essential to note the interlinking dynamics of

regarding fostering shared values around openness and willingness

practices, as each practice continuously circulates, connects and influ-

to grow.

ences the overall process of collaboration (Murphy & Patterson, 2011;

The practice of supporting is directed towards the development

Shove et al., 2012). Overall, the practice-based approach adopted in

of joint activities, with an emphasis on seeking and giving help. With

this study has enabled us to identify, from an intermediary's perspec-

less need for formal monitoring and control of scope (Du et al., 2014),

tive, the practices that combine to initiate and sustain collaboration.

the intermediary's role shifts towards activities relating to support

By focusing analytically on the interlinkages between everyday

(giving support, promoting reciprocal support). In fact, this practice

doings, objects and knowledge, we have been able to show what

includes doings revolving around providing information, answering

actually happens in the everyday practice of collaborative innovation.

questions and assisting with drafting documents. The practice of
supporting is sustained by shared information made available to collaborators, as well as residual knowledge developed through previous

6

|

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

experiences of success in such endeavours. This is intimately related
to the absorptive capacity of different collaborators, that is, their

This study has implications for managers. The findings suggest specific

dynamic capability to identify, assimilate and utilize outside knowl-

embodied doings in which university-based intermediary actors should

edge based on prior related knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990).

be prepared to engage in the context of collaborative innovation. In

Furthermore, ‘trust is essential for the success of collaborative

particular, we identify four practices of collaboration that provide

projects’ (Canhoto et al., 2016, p. 94). This is confirmed in our study,

practitioners and project managers with practical guidance on initiat-

in which all intermediary actors identified trust as a determining

ing, updating and sustaining collaborations from a relational point of

mechanism facilitating collaboration and collaborative practices

view. The identified interrelationships between practices have a key

(Bäck & Kohtamäki, 2015; Lee et al., 2010; Rajalo & Vadi, 2017;

managerial implication: In collaborative innovations, relationships can

Salampasis et al., 2014). In turn, in line with Canhoto et al.'s (2016)

be practically developed and supported by combining all four interre-

finding, incremental development of mutual trust is supported by the

lated practices. Embodied socio-material practices appear to be a
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necessity for organizing spaces that facilitate engagement, allow dif-

understanding of practices of collaboration and helping collaborative

ferent objects to link and foster a culture of innovation in U-I

innovation actors cope with the complexity of these collaborations

collaborations.

and achieve successful collective outcomes.

This study provides insights for practitioners and project managers who are keen to understand and improve their practices of
collaboration, offering a view that emphasizes the importance of

8

|

CONC LU SIONS

intuitive—but usually underestimated—everyday mundane activities,
such as chatting with colleagues, word of mouth, physical face-to-

This study identifies and discusses four practices of collaboration

face interactions, visits to collaborators, use of physical space for

relating to a university's intermediary role in initiating, updating and

collaboration, involvement of previous collaborators and use of

sustaining U-I innovation projects. Initiating and updating the collabo-

background

and

ration includes the practices of networking and partnering, and sus-

probably superfluous, management advice, and in line with the

knowledge.

Rather

than

adding

further,

taining the collaboration includes the practices of culture making and

need for a looser approach to managing such collaborations (Du

supporting. This contribution aligns with Howells et al.'s (2012a) view

et al., 2014), this study may help practitioners to identify and

on the importance of analysing the role of universities, especially in

appreciate the value of simple, everyday activities and reinterpret

terms of interactions among different actors. It is thus an attempt to

them in the context of necessary added-value practices of

‘stress, or detail, the interactions by the intermediary between the dif-

collaboration.

ferent parties' (Howells, 2006, p. 719) and progress debate on this
topic.
Although some of the findings, on the surface at least, may

7

|

L I M I T A TI O NS A ND F U T U R E R E S E A R CH

appear to be mundane, the novel contributions of this study lie in its
analysis of practices of collaboration at the micro-level and its charac-

In terms of limitations, we acknowledge that this study is based on a

terization of each practice in greater detail in terms of constituent

single case with a limited set of informants. Therefore, future research

objects, doings and knowledge. This focus is particularly relevant

might develop comparative studies of different contexts of collabora-

given that formal managerial practices are not entirely suitable for U-I

tion in which universities play an intermediary role. This would help

collaborations (Du et al., 2014). A key merit of this study is that it

understand whether the proposed practices of collaboration are gen-

draws attention to the often overlooked mundane practical activities

eralizable to other configurations of collaborative innovation.

involved in the practices of collaboration and uncovers some of the

In this study, the practices relate to collaboration between actors

micro-foundations that support successful collaborations.

with some degree of geographical proximity. Future research might
inquire how these practices change when geographical proximity
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becomes an issue and relationships are mediated only by virtual
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media. Also, studying these practices of collaboration in other cultures

on the empirical part of the research, making this study possible. We

might be of particular interest, because different cultures may place
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very different emphases on embodiments of relationships. Another
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This study was based on cross-sectional data. Future research
might develop longitudinal studies that follow collaborations throughout their development (e.g., at different stages of the collaboration
lifecycle) and examine the evolution and interrelation of these practices over time.
In this study, the focus was intentionally only on the intermediary.
We did include other actors in the data collection but only for the purpose of data triangulation. Future research might extend this
approach to all other actors involved in the innovation community
and potentially identify further practices of collaboration.
Lastly, further studies should especially analyse the interplay
between practices of collaboration and practices of knowledge transfer, as well as the specific impact of each practice of collaboration on
innovative performance, in line with Howells et al. (2012a). Overall,
this research avenue seems particularly promising for furthering
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